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INTRODUCTION

GIST (Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor) is one of the uncommon tumour of the alimentary system and account for 1%-3% of primary gastric neoplasms and represents less than 1% of all GIT tumours and could be malignant [1]. The incidence is 15-20 per million, more in male, it can occur at any age and it is rarely familial or genetic and is sporadic in most patients and the tumour rarely reach more than 10 cm in size. GIST is a type of soft tissue sarcoma, whose classification is controversial, surgery is the treatment of choice and its prognosis is determined by tumour size and involvement of neighbouring organs and the presence of metastasis and in selected cases minimally invasive surgery can be performed with excellent results [2, 3]. These tumours originally start at the (ICCs) Interstitial Cells of Cajal and these cells of autonomic nervous system and sometime ICCS are called pacemaker cells of Gastrointestinal Tracts (GIT), because they signal the smooth muscles in the digestive system to contract to propel food and liquid through GIT. More than half of GISTs start in the stomach, but GISTs can start anywhere along the GIT. A small number originate outside the GIT in nearby areas such as the omentum or peritoneum [4].

EPIDEMIOLOGY

As mentioned [3, 4] incidence is 15-20 per million and currently, there are very few known risk factors for GISTs [5]. These tumours can occur in people of any age, but they are rare in people younger than 40 and most common in people aged 50-80 year [6]. Most GISTs are sporadic (not inherited) and have no clear etiology. In a very rare occasions GISTs have been found in more than one members of the same family and it had been found that these family members inherited gene mutation that can lead to GIST, most often this syndrome is caused by an abnormal c-kit gene passed from parent to child [7]. The c-kit gene is the same gene that is mutated in most sporadic GISTs, and people, who inherited this abnormal gene from parent have it in all their cells, whereas people with sporadic GIST only have it in the tumour cells. In a few cases, a change in a different gene, the PDGFRA gene, causes this syndrome and the defective PDGFRA genes, are found in about 5% to 10% of sporadic GISTs. There is also rare association of GISTs with neurofibromatosis, and people with this rare condition have an increased risk of GISTs (most often in the stomach) as well as nerve tumor called paragangliomas and GISTs developing in these people are in their teens (20s) and caused by a change in one of the Succinate Dehydrogenase (SDH) gene, which is passed from parent to child [8].
GIST were originally classified as another type of neoplasm (Leiomyoma, Leiomyoblastoma or Leiomyosarcoma) due to its histological similarity, however advances in molecular biology and immunohistochemistry have allowed them apart from other GIT malignancies and define them as distinct clinical and histopathological entity with immunohistochemistry commonly positive for proto-oncogen c-kit (CD117), a receptor Tyrosine Kinase Protein (RTK) which is not seen in other GIT neoplasms [9, 10]. Chemotherapy targeting RTK such as Imatinib and Sunitinib, has shown efficacy in GISTs and despite the efficacy of RTK inhibitor, the definitive management of GIST is surgical intervention. Other types of chemotherapy and radiation therapy are used much less often. The targeted therapy like Imatinib (Gleevec) and Sunitinib (Sutent) often work, but they still are not sure exactly how and when to give them to make them more effective [10]. Should they be given to all patients, even to the patients with very small tumor? Other drugs that targeted the KIT or PDGFRA proteins, are also being studied for use against GISTs. Some of these such as Sorafenib (Nexavar), Nilotinib (Tasigna) and Dasatinib (Sprycel) have helped some patients in early studies, but it isn’t clear which one, if any would be the best one to use after standard targeted drugs stopped working. Other drugs being studied like B11B021, are aimed at different targets involved with cancer, such as heat shock proteins [11, 12]. Comprehensive Cancer Network recommends resection of masses ≥ 2 cm and close surveillance for small tumors without high risk features. Adjuvant chemotherapy with Imatinib for at least 3 years to decrease risk of recurrence, as all GISTs are considered malignant with potential to metastasize. Regorafenib and Ponatinib are used in refractory cases. A new study has shown an effectiveness of novel therapy including Ipilimumab and Nivolumab. On January 2020, the FDA approved Avasapitinib, as first line therapy for unresectable or metastatic GIST exhibiting PDGFRA exon 18 mutation including D842V mutation. In GISTs location, size of tumour and mitotic rate determine, the higher risk of metastasis.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

In this paper a clinical study is performed on a number of cases presented to GIT unit and oncology unit in Babylon.

34 patients with GIST were studied in Merjan Teaching hospital, GIT endoscopy unit and oncology unit, their diagnosis made on history and clinical presentation. Imaging studies including U/S, CT scan are modality of choice. CT-PET scan occasionally done and especially for assessment of therapeutic response. Upper and lower GIT endoscopy done and including endoscopic U/S for small tumours. MRI scan done in cases of rectal GISTs (Table 1).

Biopsy of the lesions endoscopic or resection biopsy studied for histopathology and tissue immunohistochemical staining for KIT (Receptor Tyrosine Kinase), CD 117 test transmembrane glycoprotein. We were unable to do Platelets derived growth factor receptor A (PDGFRA) mutation which can be demonstrated in 5% of GISTs cases and also another marker CD34, Desmin, Actin S10012.

The period of the study started during the end of the year 2013 to the end of the year 2015. Clinical presentation and the main methods of treatment will be mentioned.

RESULT

In this study 34 patients were studied, their age range from 22-80 years and a mean age of 41 years. 16 patients are male and 18 are female making slight female preponderance. The main method of diagnosis is by OGD, and in 2 patients whom they present with anemia and abdominal mass, the diagnosis was made after laparotomy, histopathology and immunohistochemistry using KIT and CD 34 tests.

The most common clinical presentation include: Anemia, Upper GIT bleeding and dyspepsia, and 30 patients were treated with Imatinib and the remaining patients received Sunitinib. One patient died during the course of treatment making a mortality rate of 3.1%.

The overall prognosis and survival were determined by site, size and presence or absence of spread or metastasis. We noticed that 26 patients continue to receive the treatment and follow up during the year of follow up 2014 and 2015.

The location and site of GISTs in the reported cases were as the following: Gastric 72%, Intestinal 20%, Extra intestinal 8%. The clinical presentation were nonspecific, mainly depends on the site of GIT involvement include GIT bleeding noticed in 6 cases (hematemesis), abdominal discomfort, distension and pain with mild anemia, 2 patients present with intestinal obstruction. Asymptomatic presentation or mild dyspepsia noticed in about 30% of patients.

During Upper GIT endoscopy we demonstrate the typical endoscopic appearance of well circumscribed tumour with some kind of mild ulceration on the top in over 50% of case particularly gastric GIST (Figures 1-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 1. Demonstrate type of imaging studies used for GISTS</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Used for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT-scan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstration of site, location, any invasion and metastasis. For CT-guided biopsy and sensitivity and response to therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI scan</td>
<td>Rectal GISTS, any haemorrhage and liver secondary Tumour staging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET-CT scan with 2 (F-18 ) Flouro-2-deoxy-D-glucose</td>
<td>Differentiation between benign and malignant type and study effectiveness of adjuvant therapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasoundography</td>
<td>Not the primary method used to visualize GISTS, but it can visualize tumour size more than 5 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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On histopathological examination, the lesion commonly involves the muscularis properia and with appearance of spindle cell type (Figure 4).

The CT scan appearance was demonstrated in (Figure 5) as heterogenous mass with central necrosis.

The typical EUS appearance of Gastric GIST demonstrated as one patient was sent to GIT hospital in Baghdad (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

GIST is an uncommon tumour [13] of the most usual age at presentation is, above 40 years as had been demonstrated in the studied patients and most recorded cases were in age group ≥ 30 only one of them of 22 years of age, and in a study [13] demonstrated a male to female ratio of 2:1, but in our studied patients there is slight female preponderance and this could be explained on small number of recorded cases of GIST. Due to small size of the studied GIST cases series, we can’t consider the stomach as a common site of involvement, and the tumor may range in its size and small size tumours usually benign [14, 15]. Numerous studies have attempted to delineate criteria to distinguish benign GISTs from malignant GISTs, and it was found that tumor size and mitotic rate are the most consistently the strongest predictors [7, 15]. In the present study correlation was found between the size of tumor and biologic behaviour with almost all small tumours showed benign nature except in one small intestinal Stromal tumor which on microscopy shows malignant features though the size of tumor less than 3 cm in size. Mostly GISTs are solid tumours, but larger size tumors may be cystic, because of local necrosis in malignant tumour. Difficulties may arise in pelvic GISTs or extra intestinal GISTs due to confusion with ovarian tumours [8, 16]. In one of the studied cases, that was initially sonographically considered as ovarian tumour, but on histopathologic examination and
immunohistochemical studies was considered as extra intestinal GIST. According to some of the scientist, benign behaviour is common in gastric GISTs [17], whereas the benign tumours outnumber malignant ones by a ratio of 3-5:1 and 20%-25% of gastric GISTs and 40%-50% of small intestinal GISTs are malignant [18]. In this study the ratio of benign to malignant GISTs was less than 1.25:1. In literatures [19] Gastric GISTs showed 75% benign nature and 25% malignant, means 3:1, small intestinal GISTs 40% benign cases and 60% malignant cases 2:3 as had been noticed in the present study. Extra intestinal GISTs (EGISTs) are rarely reported group of tumours that arise outside GIT, but histologically resemble their GIT counterpart [20]. Few scientist suggested that most, if not all, cases of EGISTs are likely to represent mural GISTs with extensive extramural growth with eventual loss of contact with muscle layer of the gut [21]. Approximately 80% are located in the omentum or mesentery and the remainder develop in the retro peritoneum and rarely in the gallbladder and urinary bladder. Gross appearance of EGIST varies from firm, fleshy, gray-red masses to cystic ones. They lack the whorled appearance of the conventional smooth muscle tumours. Cystic change is seen in the majority, associated with extensive haemorrhage or necrosis [22]. A high index of suspicion of GIST should be kept in mind if we meet a large cystic abdominal mass preoperatively when associated with intraoperative cystic fluid content [23]. In one study [24] surgical resection of GISTs cases showed 40% are mesenteric, 40% are retroperitoneal and occurrence of GISTs in the urinary bladder is very rare. In the present cases there is demonstration that tumor abutting the muscle coat of urinary bladder, but with no infiltration into it and no extension to the large bowel. In 3 out of 5 cases of EGISTs reported in women with mean age of 38 years and as we mentioned there is clinical and sonological suspicion of ovarian cyst in this case. The main differential histopathological diagnoses, which should be considered in the differential diagnosis of EGISTs include Fibromatosis, Smooth Muscle tumours, Neural tumours, Malignant Fibrous Histiocytomas (MFH). The distinction from Fibromatosis can be made on histopathological examination [25]. In fibromatosis cellularity is low and it is composed of spindle cell within collagenous stroma, necrosis and mitotic activity are not seen. Other conditions can be differentiated from EGISTs on basis of morphology and immunohistochemistry [26, 27]. In the present cases no other tumors or masses were found and ruling out the possibility of metastasis and positive immunohistochemical staining for CD 117 is the defining feature of GISTs and helping us in establishing the diagnosis. The main types of treatment used for GISTs cases in general include Surgery, the use of targeted chemotherapy like imatinib (Gleevec) and Sunitinib (Sutent), other treatment like other chemotherapy and radiotherapy are used much less often and in the present study we were unable to use other kinds of treatment such as Sorafenib (Nexavar), Nilotinib (Tasigina) and Dasatinib (Sprycel) that have helped some patients in another studies [28-34].

**CONCLUSION**

GISTs have a wide spectrum of malignant potential, there is no clear risk factors for GIST were identified in the present study and surgical resection remains the gold standard in the treatment and a large studies establish the promising role of the adjuvant and neo-adjuvant therapy for better disease- free survivals.


